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VISION

The development of a non-discriminatory society, where organisations
such as Triangle Project are a choice and not a necessity.

MISSION

To contribute towards eradicating discrimination against and within
the lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender and intersex (LGBTI) community,
and to provide defined services to the LGBTI community until they are
no longer required.

Ċ&EVDBUJOH MPCCZJOHBOEBEWPDBUJOHBHBJOTUIBSNGVMTUFSFPUZQFT 
attitudes and behaviours towards LGBTI people

AIMS

Ċ1SPWJEJOHSFMFWBOU EFğOFETFSWJDFTJOBSFTQPOTJWFBOEĠFYJCMFNBOOFS
Ċ#VJMEJOHUIFDPOğEFODFBOEWJTJCJMJUZPGUIF-(#5*DPNNVOJUZ
Ċ4USJWJOHUPBDIJFWFBCFUUFSVOEFSTUBOEJOHPGUIJTDPNNVOJUZGPS
ourselves and others
Ċ&TUBCMJTIJOHBOEVUJMJTJOHCPUIGVODUJPOBMBOEEFWFMPQNFOUBMQBSUOFSTIJQT
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Message from
the Chairperson

5IF4PVUI"GSJDBO
Constitution guarantees all of its people equality.
:FU FWFSZEBZ UIPVTBOETPG-(#5*QFSTPOTJO4PVUI"GSJDBFYQFSJFODFEJTDSJNJOBUJPO
and bigotry based on their sexual orientation or physical difference
It does not stop at insulting words. In the year under
SFWJFX BUMFBTUTFWFOXPNFOXFSFCSVUBMMZSBQFEBOEPS
NVSEFSFETJNQMZCFDBVTFUIFZXFSFMFTCJBO"OEUIFTF
are only those incidences of gender-based violence that
are reported. The real figures of gender-based violence
are much, much higher.
There are increasing signs of intolerance in public
dialogue about the place of men and women in our
society, and unless we – along with our partner
organisations – speak out in support of victims in public
forums, as friends of the court, in our streets and among
our contacts, we will continue gathering at funerals and
at the courts. LGBTI rights are human rights. That is why
Triangle Project is such a critically important organisation
in the Western Cape and in the region.
Triangle Project has experienced significant challenges
and changes in the year under review. Under strain from
the loss of core funding, the organisation was faced with
a reduction in its number of staff and the possibility of
shrinking the reach of its services and activism.

i

5IFPSHBOJTBUJPOăT%JSFDUPSSFTJHOFEJO0DUPCFS 
and the Board was unable to appoint a new director
before the end of the financial year. Despite these
challenges, under the guidance of the Health Manager as
Interim Director, Triangle Project remained focused on
delivering quality services in key locations and honouring
funding commitments.
It is a tribute to the staff’s ability to engage with
stakeholders and donors that virtually all of the targets
committed to for the financial year were met, and
BEEJUJPOBMGVOEJOHGPSUIFğOBODJBMZFBSTFDVSFE
We wish sincerely to thank the staff of Triangle Project
who have, sometimes against the odds, continued
and even expanded work with LGBTI individuals and
XJUIJODPNNVOJUJFT"OEUIFXPSLUIBU5SJBOHMF1SPKFDU
does cannot be implemented without the support
and dedication of our team of volunteers – ordinary
persons who give of their time and energy and personal
capability to help Triangle Project deliver critical services
and advocacy work in their communities. Our heartfelt
thanks for your contribution!

We believe that Triangle Project will increasingly link the
rich experience of working with and providing services
to LGBTI people and communities with the advocacy
and campaign work. There is an ever-greater need for
organisations such as Triangle Project to speak out
against discrimination, injustice and intolerance – both
as a leading LGBTI voice, and as a valued partner with
other organisations in the region.

BOARD MEMBERS
Ċ'"CSBIBNT Chairperson
Ċ-"CSBNTPIO SFTJHOFE"VHVTU
Ċ1%F7PT
Ċ-%F8FU SFTJHOFE+VOF
Ċ3%ZFST SFTJHOFE+VMZ
Ċ.+VEHF SFTJHOFE/PWFNCFS
Ċ5,BMJ
Ċ+#FSOBSE/BVEF BQQPJOUFE.BSDI

Message from
the Director

Triangle Project, like
NBOZTJNJMBSPSHBOJTBUJPOTJO4PVUI"GSJDB 
has had a very trying year. The dramatic decrease in funds has placed severe strain
on our staff as we battled to meet increasing demands from the community we serve
Coupled with this, we lost our colleague and friend,
+JMM)FOEFSTPO+JMM PVS3FTFBSDI "EWPDBDZBOE1PMJDZ
Programme Co-ordinator, passed away suddenly in
May last year.
Despite the increased efforts of many organisations and
individuals, the country has continued to see intolerable
levels of violence against women and girl-children. It is
an unfortunate fact that where there is an increase in
violence perpetrated against women, there is a concurrent increase in violence perpetrated against other
marginalised groups.
Triangle has worked to play its part in offering an
integrated approach to addressing such violence in our
society. While on the one hand we have to redouble
our advocacy, activism-building and public education
efforts, we also have to ensure that our support services
component is increased and strengthened. Rape and
assault victims and survivors and those closest to
them need a range of services – from the provision of
physical and mental health services to material support,
such as providing safe housing and sustenance – while
they ‘recover’. In the past year the organisation twice
presented on the subject of violence perpetrated against

LGBTI’s in parliament where we emphasized the need not
only for legislative reform, but also for the provision of
direct support services, including court support.
"OUJIPNPTFYVBMJUZDBNQBJHOTBDSPTTPVSCPSEFSTIBWF
also impacted on us with increasing numbers of LGBTI
QFPQMFTFFLJOHSFGVHFFTUBUVTJO4PVUI"GSJDB5IFQBTU
year has seen an increasing number of refugees seeking
support at Triangle Project.
The increasing violence against women and children
has seen a strong rhetoric of ‘family values’ emerge,
led by the Minister for Women, Children and People
with Disabilities and other women ministers and
parliamentarians. It is deeply concerning that this
rhetoric of “family values” is deeply conservative and set
within a heterosexual family framework. It is becoming
increasingly clear that this discourse – nationally and
internationally - is a thinly-veiled attack on LGBTI rights,
and in particular same-sex marriage.
The past year has seen intense service delivery protests
in the Western Cape. Many LGBTI people are amongstthe
poorest and most marginalized in our country.

Triangle Project cannot turn a blind eye to these lived
realities of the majority of our constituency. If “LGBTI
rights are human rights”, then equally so “Human rights
are LGBTI rights”. The rights to decent living conditions,
education and employment cannot be separated from
the rights to marriage or the adoption of children.
Besides, being part of these communities and wishing to
be ‘accepted’ within these communities require LGBTI
people to be part of community struggles.
Triangle’s strength over the past number of years has
been its integrated approach to human rights and
citizenship, and this has been interwoven into all its
work: advocacy, building active citizenship, providing
support services and public education. We look forward
to taking this approach forward as we continue in the
struggle for equality and freedom for all.
Despite the challenges of the year, staff have been
committed and dedicated to ensuring the protection and
promotion of LGBTI human rights, and advancing their
rights to live in and with dignity.
4IBSPO$PY-VEXJH *OUFSJN%JSFDUPS
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,FZPCKFDUJWFTGPSUIFZFBSXFSFUP
1. Build awareness and leadership capacity amongst LGBTI persons
&OHBHFJOBEWPDBDZBOEQVCMJDFEVDBUJPOUIBUQSPNPUFTUIFIVNBO
and citizenship rights of LGBTI people with a focus on the criminal
justice system, education system and public health system
3. Mobilise key constituencies that promote the human rights and
citizenship of LGBTI people
4. Provide defined services (including relevant information and
educational materials) that promote the overall health of LGBTI people

COMMUNITY EMPOWERMENT

Programmatic
Overview
Triangle Project has four
main programmatic themes:
Ċ$PNNVOJUZ&NQPXFSNFOU
Ċ(FOEFSCBTFE7JPMFODF
Ċ)VNBO3JHIUT
& Citizenship
Ċ4FYVBMBOE3FQSPEVDUJWF
Health Rights

1

SAFE SPACES
Triangle Project’s safe space programme
aims to not only provide a space where LGBTI
people are able to discuss their concerns in
a safe environment, but to utilise this
platform to engender active citizenship
amongst LGBTI people.
4BGFTQBDFTBSFMPDBMDPNNVOJUZMFE-(#5*BDUJWJTU
groups that meet on a weekly or bi-weekly basis
and engage in advocacy and activism with some
support from Triangle Project, but with the ultimate
aim of functioning as independent community-based
organisations. Our envisaged outcome is that at least
one community-based organisation is established in each
area that we operate in. Over the past five years we have
been relatively successful in this regard. CurrentlyTriangle
Project has 12 safe spaces in Citrusdal, Driftsands,

&MBOETCBBJ -PXFS$SPTTSPBET .BMNFTCVSZ /ZBOHB 
1BBSM 4UFMMFOCPTDI 4USBOE 4U)FMFOB#BZ 7SFEFOCVSH
and Vredendal.
4JOFUIFNCBBOE;POXBCFMFIBWFNBOBHFNFOUUFBNT
which consist of both men and women that take care
of organisational matters. Both groups have acquired
NPO status. The plan is that they both will soon become
independent groups, able to fundraise and manage their
own finances.
"MMTBGFTQBDFTDBNFUPHFUIFSJO%FDFNCFSUP
evaluate the year’s work – both what they have done as
TBGFTQBDFTBOEXIBU5SJBOHMF1SPKFDUIBTQSPWJEFE,FZ
issues to emerge were:
Ċ4BGFTQBDFTOFFEUPCFDPNFNPSFJOEFQFOEFOUPG
Triangle Project

Ċ5IFSFOFFETUPCFJODSFBTFEDPNNJUNFOUGSPN
members of safe spaces to ensuring the sustainability
of these spaces as Triangle Project needs to move into
different areas
Ċ5IF1FSTPOBM%FWFMPQNFOU$PVSTFOFFETUPCFSPMMFE
out to all areas and there is a need for more training
on political education and leadership
Ċ5IFSFTIPVMECFNPSFXPSLTIPQTPSUSBJOJOHTXIFSF
safe spaces are combined so as to network and learn
from each other. There are strong safe spaces and
their experiences should be shared

for the next two years is that all safe spaces have a
chance to go through personal development followed by
a process that ensures that anything unearthed during
the course is being professionally dealt with, and all safe
space leaders undergo a community counselling course.
4FFJOTFUPOQBHF

Claiming Public Spaces
5IF4PVUI"GSJDBO$POTUJUVUJPOHVBSBOUFFTVTUIFSJHIUT
to freedom of association, freedom of assembly and
freedom of movement.

Personal Development Course
It can be a profound challenge for the individual LGBTI
person to come to terms with a sexuality which in a
heterosexual society is at best underrepresented and
unsupported, or at worst, condemned.
Given that a sense of self emerges only out of
relationships this can have dire consequences at the
very core of a person’s being. The normal developmental
task of integrating body, heart and mind is particularly
challenging for the LGBTI individual given that the thing
that sets them apart, rather than shared race or class or
group suffering, is their (individual) embodied sexuality.
The Personal Development Course is designed to assist
LGBTI people to develop various strategies to overcome
their anxiety and safeguard themselves against threats
to their emotional, physical, mental and spiritual
wellbeing, both as individuals and as a group. The PDC is
run over a period of three weekends and deals with three
crucial aspects:
Ċ-BOETDBQF8JUIJO JOUFSOBM 
Ċ-BOETDBQF#FUXFFO JOUFSQFSTPOBMSFMBUJPOTIJQT BOE
Ċ-BOETDBQF"SPVOE DPNNVOJUZTPDJFUZ
In the past year we conducted the course with 3
EJĞFSFOUTBGFTQBDFT;POXBCFMF 1BBSM 4JOFUIFNCB
-PXFS$SPTTSPBET BOE4FTăLIPOB /ZBOHB 0VSBJN

Often, however, LGBTI people find these freedoms
curtailed or denied. Within a hostile environment, LGBTI
people also deny themselves these rights. Claiming these
rights are important, particularly so within public spaces.
Demonstrations outside courts of justice, as well as
pride marches, are important activities in asserting our
rights. This year Triangle Project has mobilised people for
a number of these activities.

GENDER-BASED
VIOLENCE
RESEARCH ON GENDER-BASED
7*0-&/$&;0-*48"/,0/:"/"
$"4&456%:
5IFNVSEFSUSJBMPG;PMJTXB/LPOZBOBXBT
unique in that it represents the first South
African case in which the judgement passed
by the court recognised that prejudice
UPXBSETUIFWJDUJNăTTFYVBMPSJFOUBUJPO
informed the motivation for the crime.
5IFUSJBMPGOJOFNFOBDDVTFEPGUIFNVSEFSPG;PMJTXB
/LPOZBOBXBTDPODMVEFEPO'FCSVBSZXJUI
four of the original nine accused being sentenced to
eighteen years imprisonment. For many activists this
was an unsatisfactory conclusion to the almost six
years of activism and advocacy around the trial. It
was felt that the lessons learnt from this groundbreaking case needed to be documented to arrive at
recommendations for future activist engagement around
hate crimes perpetrated against LGBTI people. Triangle
Project initiated a participatory research process with
the aim of conducting an analysis of activist engagement
TVSSPVOEJOHUIFNVSEFSUSJBMPG;PMJTXB/LPOZBOBJO
order to gain an in-depth understanding of the impact
PGEFMBZFEKVTUJDFPOTVSWJWPSTBOEPSXJUOFTTFT GBNJMZ
and the LGBTI community; and to generate knowledge
for activist strategies in relation to the barriers to justice
and visions for social and institutional change.
This research process is being driven by community
activists. Members of Triangle Project’s safe spaces, the
5SFBUNFOU"DUJPO$BNQBJHO 'SFF(FOEFS 4POLF(FOEFS
+VTUJDFBOEUIF4PDJBM+VTUJDF$PBMJUJPOQBSUJDJQBUFEBT
community researchers and underwent a training course

2

on participatory research methodology during the first
RVBSUFSPG5IFSFTFBSDIUFBN MBUFSOBNFEUIF
"DUJPOGPS+VTUJDF5FBN DPNQMFUFEPWFSJOUFSWJFXT
and the data collected were analysed at the beginning
PG%FTQJUFBOBUUSJUJPOSBUFPGBNPOHTU
the initial group of 16 community activists, the
remaining activists worked hard and participated in the
presentation of the draft findings at a meeting in the first
RVBSUFSPGXJUI BNPOHTUPUIFST SFQSFTFOUBUJWFT
GSPN4"145IFğOBMSFTFBSDISFQPSUXJMMCFDPNQMFUFE
EVSJOHUIFğSTUIBMGPGUIFğOBODJBMZFBS

to ensure updated documentation of cases that can be
used to inform the development of an advocacy agenda
and strategy.

In addition to the participatory research component
above, the organisation also engaged in a process of
updating its existing database on suspected hate crimes
against LGBTI people in the Western Cape. The main
purpose of this is to examine and identify patterns in
both the occurrences of and responses to gender and
sexual orientation-based violence against LGBTI, and

THE HATE CRIMES
803,*/((3061
Triangle Project joined the Hate Crimes Working Group
)$8( JO5IF)$8(JTBDPMMFDUJWFDPOTUJUVUFE
of a range of civil society organisations engaged in work

A PARTICIPANT’S STORY

had felt that they had nothing much to offer, and leaving there
feeling like they possessed the tools to do something about it.

There is honestly no amount of gratitude and credit I can
give this workshop for what it has done to my life, to my
relationships, to my strength, to my confidence, to mental
stimulation. This workshop gave me what I needed to start
focusing on me and work on what I needed to change for me.
A brief review of my history will maybe indicate what it has
done for me.

4JODFUIFEBZ*NBEFBQVCMJDEFDMBSBUJPOUPpersonaly develop
myself and be a better person for myself (last day of the
workshop) things have changed and they are only getting better
BOECFUUFS"QQMZJOHUIFUPPMT*MFBSOFEUIFSFUIBUXFFLFOEIBT
changed the course of my life into a new and brighter direction.
*BNOPXFNQMPZFEBTBO"ENJOJTUSBUPSBUB&$%$FOUSFXIFSF
I live. I have since become a leader in the organization that gave
me the opportunity that changed my life. I am pleased to also
share that since then, I have been accepted by two of the best
Universities on this continent to educate and better myself,
FOSPMMJOHGPSB%FHSFFJO&EVDBUJPO.ZGBNJMZBOE*BSFHFUUJOH
to know and understand each other a bit better; I have since
moved back home and am trying to patch things up with my
father. Not everything is all wine and roses, not everything is
going positively and that’s not what I’m trying to say here I am
saying since this workshop I have the tools to put whatever
negativity or whatever that isn’t working out aside and focus
on the positive. I have learnt to re assess things that aren’t
working to find out why and try alternative measures I have
learned that in life we make our own destiny and we cannot
sit back and wait for others to help us. We have the power to
develop ourselves. personal development saved my life…
...I mean that literally.

When this workshop started, I was unemployed, homeless and
an outcast to many friends, family and my community. Prior
to this I was a successful career driven soldier. I served in the
4PVUI"GSJDBO/BUJPOBM%FGFOTF'PSDFBTB)30ġDFSJOUIF4"
Navy. I owned a car, had a healthy relationship with my mother,
XIP*IBEPOMZLOPXOTJODF*XBTJOIJHITDIPPM"GUFSUIF
loss of my mother my life came crumbling down, I lost my job,
returned home in debt and lost everyone I had thought was a
friend to me. In the midst of my distress I decided to come out
about my sexuality to my family. This made things even worse,
*XBTEJTPXOFE)BWJOHMPTUFWFSZUIJOH*UVSOFEUP;POXBCFMF
LGBTI Organization which became more like a home than a
safe space to me. I utilized my skills to try and assist and found
myself attending the Personal Development Workshop that was
GBDJMJUBUFECZ4JOEJTXB5IBGFOJĀBXPNBOPGTUBUVSF EJTDJQMJOF
BOEDPNQBTTJPOBOE4IBSPO-VEXJH BXPNBOPGDPVSBHF 
bravery and understanding.
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DATABASE OF HATE CRIME
$"4&4*/5)&8&45&3/$"1&

The exercises were not only emotional, realistic and applicable
but they highlighted the depths of my personal issues and what
I needed to do about healing those wounds and finding a way
to move forward. The River of Life exercise showed me clearly
the path that I had taken the path I shouldn’t have taken and
the path that only I could decide what would be. The invisibility
exercise allowed me to let out a lot of negativity that I had
bottled up towards my friends, my family and my community.
The back to back exercise also allowed the opportunity to
realise that everyone once in a while finding comfort with
somebody else is possible. The general atmosphere of the
weekend was one of unison between a group of people who

9."/(&/"

around hate crimes against their constituencies. The
HCWG advocates for legal and policy reform as well
as appropriate monitoring systems to address hate
crimes across sectors. Triangle Project’s involvement
in this collective, centres on providing LGBTI-specific
input on hate crimes legislation. Triangle Project has also
engaged with the research team of the HCWG regarding
the piloting of a Hate and Bias Crimes Monitoring Form
where we contributed case material related to LGBTIspecific hate crimes. Once finalised, this form will be
used by Triangle Project and other NGOs to collect data
regarding hate crimes in order to establish a national
research database that can inform future advocacy.

given these, the political legitimacy of the NTT continues
to be questioned by civil society and LGBTI communities.

ADDRESSING
(&/%&3#"4&%7*0-&/$&

/(0$"7"-$"%&

The National Task Team to address genderbased violence on the grounds of sexual
orientation and gender identity
5IF/BUJPOBM5BTL5FBNXBTFTUBCMJTIFEJO.BZ
by the Department of Justice and Constitutional
Development (DoJCD) in response to local and
international petitions and demands made to the
DoJCD to “recognise ‘corrective rape’ against
lesbians as a hate crime”.
The Task Team consists of representatives from
government departments, independent bodies
and members of civil society.
The purpose of the Task Team is to
develop, implement and monitor a joint
intervention strategy to address gender
and sexual orientation-based violence
against LGBTI persons, especially in the
courts and the Justice, Crime Prevention
BOE4FDVSJUZ$MVTUFS5SJBOHMF1SPKFDUJT
now the co-chair of this Task Team. The
Task Team has had many challenges and,

*O"VHVTUUIPTFDJWJMTPDJFUZSFQSFTFOUBUJWFTTUJMM
active on the task team met in Cape Town. Triangle
Project and Human Rights Watch co-sponsored the
event. The key discussion points centred on the Task
Team draft Terms of Reference, and the plotting of a
way forward. It was agreed that civil society has to
continue its involvement in the Task Team in light of
the recommended changes and shifts that appear to be
happening in relation to resourcing the Task Team and
defining an intervention strategy.

Triangle took part in the NGO Cavalcade which was held
this year. This initiative originated as a result of the rapes
and murders happening in the Western Cape, specifically
those happening in areas with high rates of violence
against women where these are often not reported on.
Women’s organisations, united in their outrage, decided
UPUSBWFMUP"UMBOUJTJOBOPSHBOJTFEDBWBMDBEF5IJTXBT
not only to support the community through concern and
to plant trees at specific rape spots, but also to show
the unity of women as they voiced their unacceptance
of violence against women and children.
)FBUIFS"EPOJTQSFQBSJOHUIF
vehicles for the trip

"UFBDITJUFBQPTUFSXBTUJFEUPBUSFF BOFXUSFFXBT
planted and the community spoke about the victim and
ways in which they, along with existing structures could
make women and children safer.

HUMAN RIGHTS
& CITIZENSHIP
53"*/*/(8*5)4"14
During the past year
we have, in partnership
XJUI48&"5 8PNFOăT
Legal Centre and Gender
Dynamix, been working
XJUIUIF4PVUI"GSJDBO
1PMJDF4FSWJDFJOPSEFS
UPĂTFOTJUJTFăUIF4"14
personnel with specific
reference to transgender
people, particularly sex
workers. The training is
conducted in two parts:
1. defining gender, sex,
sexual orientation and
gender identity, and 2.
exploring stigma and
discrimination and the
legal considerations. To
EBUF BSPVOE4"14NFNCFST
have attended the training.
"TFQBSBUFQSPDFTTXBTIFMEUPQVU
a 5SBOTHFOEFS4UBOEBSE0QFSBUJOH
Procedures in place when arresting
"UFBDITJUFBQPTUFSXBTUJFEUPBUSFF B
new tree was planted and the community
spoke about the victim and ways in which
they, along with existing structures could
make women and children safer

4

BOEEFUBJOJOHUSBOTHFOEFSQFPQMF5IF5SBOT401JT
JOUFOEFEUPUSFBUUSBOTHFOEFSQFPQMFJODPOĠJDUXJUI
the law with dignity and respect, and seeks to protect
USBOTHFOEFSQSJTPOFSTGSPNBCVTFCZ4"14TUBĞBOE
fellow prisoners. The new policy, inter alia, specifies
that detained persons who have legally changed their
TFYEFTDSJQUJPOTIPVMECFTFBSDIFECZQPMJDFPġDFST
PGUIFTBNFTFYSFRVJSFT4"14TUBUJPOTUPJEFOUJGZ
separate detention facilities for transgender persons;
BOENBOEBUFTTFOTJUJWJUZUSBJOJOHGPS4"14TUBĞBSPVOE
transgender-related issues.

$3*.*/"-+645*$&4:45&.
*/,)":&-*54)"
%VSJOH5SJBOHMF1SPKFDUIBTDPOUJOVFEUPFOHBHF
XJUIBDPBMJUJPOPGPSHBOJTBUJPOTJODMVEJOHUIF4PDJBM
+VTUJDF$PBMJUJPO 5SFBUNFOU"DUJPO$BNQBJHO &RVBM
&EVDBUJPO BOE/EJGVOB6LXB[J XJUIUIF8PNFOăT-FHBM
Centre acting on our behalf in relation to the failures of
UIF$+4JO,IBZFMJUTIB
8FMPEHFEBDPNQMBJOUJOUFSNTPGTFDUJPOPG
the Constitution and section 66 of the Western Cape
Constitution with the Premier of the Western Cape. We
requested a Commission of Inquiry as we viewed this as
a positive and productive step towards uncovering the
reasons behind the breakdown in police-community
$IFSJUI4BOHFSGSPN4POLF(FOEFS+VTUJDFGBDJMJUBUJOHUIFDPNNJTTJPO
on Homophobia and hate crimes

5

relations, which relations are critical for successful
QPMJDJOHJOBDSJNFSBWBHFE,IBZFMJUTIB
Given the potential political implications and
complications, we have consistently stated our interests
as non-profit human rights organisations is to effect
QPTJUJWFDIBOHFJOUIFMJWFTPG,IBZFMJUTIBSFTJEFOUT
The Commission of Inquiry was formally gazetted in
"VHVTUBOEXFBSFDVSSFOUMZQSFQBSJOHUPXPSL
further with the Commission in this regard.

ISINI SAM CONFERENCE
5IF*TJOJ4BN .Z4FYVBMJUZ $POGFSFODFĀBQBSUOFSTIJQ
between Triangle Project and Free Gender (a communityCBTFEPSHBOJTBUJPOXPSLJOHXJUIMFTCJBOTJO,IBZFMJUTIB 
ĀXBTIFMEJO,IBZFMJUTIBGSPNUP"VHVTU
The main aim of the conference was to engage with
community experiences and strategies regarding
access to social justice in relation to gender and sexual
orientation-based violence, and ultimately arrive at a
shared advocacy strategy to address such violence. The
DPOGFSFODFBUUSBDUFEEFMFHBUFTPOUIFğSTUEBZBOE
EFMFHBUFTPOEBZUXP
The first day allowed for engagement with speakers from
UIF4PVUI"GSJDBO1PMJDF4FSWJDFT UIF%FQBSUNFOUPG
Women, Children and Persons with Disabilities, and the
$JUZPG$BQF5PXOăT.BZPSăT0ġDF5SJBOHMF1SPKFDUBMTP
4IBSPO$PY-VEXJHGBDJMJUBUJOHUIFDPNNJTTJPOPO4FYVBM)FBMUI
and Rights

gave a brief update on the Department of Justice
and Constitutional Development- co-ordinated National
Task Team to address gender and sexual orientationbased violence perpetrated against LGBTI persons.
The second day saw delegates breaking into working
DPNNJTTJPOTXIJDIBEESFTTFE B "EWPDBDZBOE
-PCCZJOH C 4FYVBM)FBMUIBOE3JHIUT D )PNPQIPCJB
and Hate Crimes; and (d) Mobilisation and Partnerships.
Participants committed themselves
to mobilise
to support the
‘Hate Crimes
Bill’ and around
participation in
the GBV Council,
to build alliances
and work with
local government,
trade unions
and community
leaders, to
improve
LGBTI political
education and
to endeavour
to realise a
national LGBTI
"NFNCFSPG4"14TQFBLJOHPVUBUUIF
summit.
*TJOJ4BN$POGFSFODF

TRADITIONAL COURTS BILL
5SJBOHMF1SPKFDUKPJOFEUIF"MMJBODFGPS3VSBM%FNPDSBDZ
to call for the withdrawal and re-drafting of the
5SBEJUJPOBM$PVSUT#JMM*OFBSMZ4FQUFNCFS
Triangle Project prepared a submission to the
/BUJPOBM$PVODJMPG1SPWJODFT4FMFDU$PNNJUUFF
PO4FDVSJUZBOE$POTUJUVUJPOBM%FWFMPQNFOUPO
the Traditional Courts Bill. The submission focused
on the implication of the Bill for the exercise of
gender and sexual rights of LGBTI persons living in
rural areas, including those LGBTI persons who

"OPUIFSLFZJTTVFJTUIBUPGTFOTJUJTJOHUFBDIFSTBOE
learners to transgender children. We conduct information
sessions and training on the social constructions of
gender (including a component on different sexual
orientations) and bullying that is appropriate to the
age of the group we are speaking to. Where necessary,
we also engage with staff and governing bodies.

Ċ#FEFWFMPQFEUISPVHIBQSPDFTTPGQVCMJDDPOTVMUBUJPO
that specifically include the participation of ordinary
people, particularly LGBTI people and women, and that
is sensitive to existing power imbalances;

In the past year we have also been invited by the
4PVUI"GSJDBO%FNPDSBUJD5FBDIFST6OJPO 8FTUFSO
Cape to speak at a number of their functions. We plan
to consolidate this relationship in the coming year.

Ċ&YQMJDJUMZQSPIJCJUBOEPVUMBXEJTDSJNJOBUJPOPOWBSJPVT
grounds, including sex, gender and sexual orientation
by and within customary courts; and
Ċ&YQMJDJUMZQSPWJEFGPSUIFGVMMQBSUJDJQBUJPOPGXPNFOJO
all aspects of customary law, as a living practice, and
its implementation.

OUTREACH TO
EDUCATION INSTITUTIONS
Triangle Project was involved in a number of
interventions at various schools and higher education
JOTUJUVUJPOT )&*T JOUIFHSFBUFS$BQF5PXOBSFB
0VSFOUSZJOUP)&*TJTOPSNBMMZUISPVHIJOWJUBUJPOT
from lecturers to conduct guest lectures on sexual
orientation and gender identity. This is an important
aspect of our work, not only to promote more LGBTIfriendly and sensitive learning spaces, but to try
to shift the consciousness of future professionals
(particularly within the psychology, social work and
education spheres) and possible leaders. In the past
ZFBSXFDPOEVDUFEMFDUVSFTBUWBSJPVT)&*T
Our engagement with schools (both primary and
secondary) normally begins through a request
for intervention with a learner – either from a
QBSFOUPSUIFTDIPPMJUTFMG,FZJTTVFTBSFCVMMZJOH
from other learners and teachers and expulsions
due to failure to comply with dress codes.

REFLECTION OF TRIANGLE PROJECT’S
PRESENTATION AT THE UNIVERSITY
OF THE WESTERN CAPE
Student: Jason Jeftha.
The experience of receiving Triangle Project’s
presentation was a genuinely enlightening one. The
presentation allowed for individual learning of one’s
self and societies preconceptions about people
they do not truly understand. The presentation
being provided at the beginning of the year allowed
students to begin understanding social work
values and the impact of our personal ones on
those around us. On an individual note the student
was able to link the various misconceptions
people may have, with existing views the student
possessed at the time. The presentation allowed
the student to step back from a single perspective
and realise there is a need to be accepting of all
aspects an individual may have. From a social work
perspective, the need to view the world holistically
allows for both personal and professional growth.
The student realises that as people, we have many
characteristics which create the whole, and that a
single aspect of a person is not their true identity.
Triangle Project’s presentation put into perspective
the need to appreciate the diversity we as human
beings have in the world. The event allowed the
student to realise how fundamental respect and
acceptance are within society, and how necessary
it is to remain open minded given the diversity
of the not just a city, or country, but globally.

“

5IBOLZPVCPUIGPS
TVDIBGBOUBTUJDUBMLUPEBZĪ
It was really informative and
such an important topic for our
students to learn more about.
8FBSFTPIBQQZUPIBWFCFFO
able to partner with you and Triangle
Project. Our students were often
difficult to get through to, but
during the lecture with you they
were undoubtedly more engaged and
intrigued than usual. And I hope you
LOPXUIBUZPVSTQFFDIIBEBSFBM
impact: based on our end-of-seminar
assessment, so many students
correctly identified that raping or
harassing someone who identified as
LGBTQI was wrong – a huge change
from before you came to the school.

“

regularly shift between urban and rural areas. Our
submission called on the National Council of Provinces
to stop the Bill and seek an alternative framework
that places constitutional principles and the realities
of rural people, particularly those that continue to face
discrimination on the basis of gender and sexuality, at its
DFOUSF4VDIBGSBNFXPSLNVTU

5IBOLZPVTPNVDIGPSDPOUJOVJOH
this partnership with the school
and for continuing the vital
XPSLUIBUZPVBSFEPJOH
From a school teacher
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MOBILISING ALLIES
This aspect of our work is intended to create diverse
voices speaking to and working for the human rights and
citizenship of LGBTI people within various communities.
5IFTBGFTQBDFTBSFLFZUPPVSĂ.PCJMJTJOH"MMJFTăTUSBUFHZ
in the various areas of Cape Town and on the West
Coast. They best know their communities and which
tactics to employ to transform these communities.
The ‘Gogo Dialogues’ between grandmothers and young
women, for example, could not work without the active
involvement of the safe spaces.
The continuous struggle for LGBTI activists is to
remember that in the context of stark and deepening
social, economic and political injustice we have to stay
committed to our shared humanity by not only focusing
on our sexuality as a primary identity for struggle and
SFTJTUBODF"OFYBNQMFPGUIJTJTPVS(PHPUBMLT5IF
8PNFOăT&NQPXFSNFOUBOE-FBEFSTIJQ1SPHSBNNF
8&-1 CSJOHTUPHFUIFSPMEFSXPNFOBOEZPVOHPQFOMZ
identified lesbian and bisexual women at least twice a
year. We talk. We listen. It is during these talks that the
gogos and the youth learn that their struggles are
not separate.
5IF4JZBTFCFO[B 8FBSF8PSLJOH TBGFTQBDFIBT
been particularly active in this regard. They organised
a seminar called ,OPX:PVS$IJME in response to the
on-going abuse and discrimination in their community,
particularly within their homes. This was in the light of an
increase in the numbers of LGBTI children being ejected
from their homes and schools.The aim of
the seminar was to get
parents of LGBTI
people talking
about their
experiences and
understandings of
LGBTI people.
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"HSPVQPGHPHPT HSBOENPUIFST GSPN1BBSM 2PMPUIBOJ
Makhosikazi) were invited to share their experience
PGIBWJOHHSBOEDIJMESFOXIPBSFHBZMFTCJBOBOEOPU
accepted by their parents.
The organisation held an appreciation day for parents
BOEGSJFOETPOUIF"QSJM XIJDIXBTWFSZ
successful. There are parents and friends of LGBTI
QFPQMFXIPIBWFTVQQPSUFEUIFNJOWFSZEJġDVMUUJNFT 
TPNFUJNFTBUHSFBUDPTUUPUIFNTFMWFT&BDITBGF
space had to nominate a person that stood out as the
back-bone of the group when things are tough, people
who had given advice when needed and had provided
TIFMUFSTQBDFGPSNFFUJOHTXIFOBTLFE(SPVQT
were asked to prepare short plays with a message of
appreciation. Their efforts were greatly appreciated, and
once again underlined the fact that LGBTI people form
part of families and communities outside of the ‘LGBTI
community’. It was also felt that these families and
communities need to be transformed as they should
form part of the support networks of LGBTI people.
5IFTFQIPUPTEPDVNFOUPOFPGUIFTFUBMLT"TUIFHPHPTGSPN
2PMPUIBOJ.BLIPTJLB[JJO.CFLXFOJ 1BBSM TBJEXIFOXFğSTUTUBSUFE
this journey, “you have to come closer for us to hear”

Heritage Day Event
5IF4USBOETBGFTQBDFIFMEB)FSJUBHF%BZFWFOUPO
UIF4FQUFNCFS'PVSPUIFSTBGFTQBDFTKPJOFE
them in celebrating the day. The theme of the day was
Liyintoni na
Isiko (What
is Custom?).
The theme
was chosen
in response
to an article
in the local
community
newspaper
by a
traditional
leader who
said that gays and lesbians are who they
are because they have missed out on going through
their cultural rituals. The intention was to have parents
speaking to what they understood as custom and how it
moulds or changes people, including views on sexuality.
Parents were very vocal about their understanding of
culture and custom, and many showed their support for
LGBTI people and are prepared to take the conversation
UPTQBDFTPGJOĠVFODF
4IPXJOHBQQSFDJB

UJPOGPSPVSQBSFOUT

"MUIPVHIUIFOVNCFSPGQFPQMFSFDFJWJOHDPVOTFMMJOH
TFSWJDFTJODSFBTFECZ UIFOVNCFSPGTFTTJPOTGFMM
CZEVFQSJNBSJMZUPGVOEJOHDPOTUSBJOUT
counselling session were provided this year. Our helpline
saw an increase in calls related to violence, substance
abuse and emotional crises.
5IF5SBOTTVQQPSU(SPVQIBTBUPUBMPGQFPQMF
BSFNBMFUPGFNBMF JEFOUJGZBTGFNBMFUPNBMF
BOEBSFHFOEFSRVFTUJPOJOH0VUPGUIF BSF
unemployed, 13 are sex workers and 6 are refugees. Of
UIFQFPQMFXIPBUUFOEUIF5SBOTTVQQPSU(SPVQ 
33 transgender people have accessed other services
QSPWJEFECZ5SJBOHMF1SPKFDUăT)FBMUIBOE4VQQPSU
4FSWJDFT1SPHSBNNF )441 EVSJOHUIFDPVSTFPG
this quarter. These include community assistance,
counselling, and health services.
We continue to provide home-based care for HIVpositive patients who require this service. In the past
ZFBSQFPQMFXFSFBTTJTUFEVOEFSUIJTTFDUJPOPGPVS
work.
"MUIPVHIUIFSFXBTBOJODSFBTFPGJOQFPQMF
BDDFTTJOHPVS$PNNVOJUZ"TTJTUBODFTFSWJDF XFIBWF
been forced to cut the number of parcels distributed
from 8 per client down to 4 per client which has resulted
JOBEFDSFBTFJOUIFOVNCFSPGGPPEQBSDFMT
distributed.
Our partnerships with the various NGOs, government
institutions and departments, as well as parastatals,
such as Metrorail, continue through mutual informationsharing and referrals for the support of LGBTI persons
and their families and allies.
5IFQBTUZFBSIBTTFFOQFPQMFBDDFTTPVSMFHBM
support service, including a 62 year old transgender
client who is the applicant in a Crimea Injure case
currently being heard in Cape Town Magistrate’s Court.

Court support is an important aspect for victims
and survivors of sexual orientation and gender
identity – motivated crimes who seek redress
through the criminal justice system. In the past year
the organisation has not only mobilised the broader
LGBTI community around a number of court cases,
but has provided much-needed material and mental
support to victims, survivors and their families.

SEXUAL & REPRODUCTIVE
HEALTH RIGHTS
.&%*$"-4&37*$&4
Our medical services saw increases in most categories
GPSUIFQBTUZFBS5IFSFXBTBJODSFBTFJO7%3-
UFTUT BJODSFBTFJO)*7SBQJEUFTUTDPOEVDUFE B
JODSFBTFJO)*7&MJTBUFTUT BOJODSFBTFPGJO
$%7JSBM-PBE5FTUT BOEBJODSFBTFJONFEJDBM
DPOTVMUBUJPOT)PXFWFS UIFSFXBTBESPQJOQBQ
smears. This is deeply concerning, especially in the
MJHIUPGDFSWJDBMDBODFSSFNBJOJOHPOFPG4PVUI"GSJDBO
women’s largest health problems, affecting one out of
GPSUZPOF4PVUI"GSJDBOXPNFO*UJTFTUJNBUFEUIBU
BQQSPYJNBUFMZXPNFOEJFPGUIJTEJTFBTFJO4PVUI
"GSJDBFWFSZEBZ5IF8PSME)FBMUI0SHBOJ[BUJPOQSFEJDUT
that this number will increase to about 12 deaths per
EBZCZ IUUQXXXTBKPHPSH[BJOEFYQIQ4"+0(
BSUJDMFWJFX
Cervical cancer is caused by the human papillomavirus.
HPV is generally transmitted through genital skin contact
during sex. Penetrative intercourse is not required and
the virus can also be contracted during oral sex. HPV is
therefore an extremely contagious virus, much more so
than HIV. Furthermore, HIV infection makes a woman’s
immune system less able to fight off HPV infection.
4PVUI"GSJDBOEBUBTIPXUIBU)*7QPTJUJWFXPNFOHFU
cervical cancer at a much younger age than women who
are HIV negative.

“

.ZOBNFJT;FFOBU*IBWFCFFO
attending Triangle Project for a couple of
months. Even though my initial contact was
through social media, it was discreet and
XBSN5IFJOUBLFJOUFSWJFXXBTQSPNQUMZ
arranged. On the first day, the very warm and
welcoming feeling I received was continued
physically in my visits to the offices.
As a married woman (to a man), I have been
WFSZDPOĠJDUFEBCPVUNZTFYVBMJUZ*BSSJWFE
at Triangle Project in a very tumultuous
headspace about many things - not so much
LOPXJOHXIBUBOEXIP*BN CVUXJUIIPX
to deal with it and still enjoy the utmost
discretion. I found this at Triangle Project.
.ZJOUBLFXBTXBSN DPNQBTTJPOBUFBOE
friendly. It made me feel that I had made the
right decision to approach this organisation.
The therapist assigned to me displayed a
great amount of empathy, compassion and
professionalism right from the start. My time
with my therapist is incredibly valuable to me
BOEJUăTNZTQBDFUPUBML EJTDMPTFBOEKVTU#&
Janine implicitly understood that I faced many
DIBMMFOHFTBOEUIBUNZTFYVBMJUZJTOPU
in isolation from who I am.
It’s been quite a process and I appreciate the
immense much-needed role Triangle plays. There
BSFTPNBOZMJLFNFPVUUIFSF NBSSJFEXPNFO 
who are essentially lesbian too, but are afraid
to even breathe anything else than straight.

“

COUNSELLING
46110354&37*$&4

5IBOLTUP+BOJOF )FBUIFS 4IBSPOBOE
Javin for creating the safe space as well as
NBLJOHNFGFFMWBMVFEBOEBDDFQUFE
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"MUIPVHIUIJTEJTFBTFNPTUMZBĞFDUTXPNFO NFOBSF
OPUJNNVOFUPUIJTEJTFBTF"DDPSEJOHUPUIF$%$ ą)17
can cause cancers of the penis, anus or back of the
throat in men. Gay and bisexual men are about 17 times
more likely to develop anal cancer than men who only
have sex with women. HIV-infected men have a bigger
chance of developing anal cancer because they have
XFBLFSJNNVOFTZTUFNTĆ IUUQNHDP[BBSUJDMF
DFSWJDBMDBODFSDBOCFQSFWFOUFE 
.BOZ-(#5*4PVUI"GSJDBOTSFMZPOUIFQVCMJDIFBMUI
care system, which offers extremely limited access to
screening through which such cells can be detected.
This means that the majority of LGBTI people are far
less likely to access preventative technology. In the
coming year, Triangle Project plans to make a concerted
effort to promote screening amongst LGBTI people.
)441BMTPUSBDLTDMJFOUT$%DPVOUTBOEXIFSF
necessary, clients are referred to one of two clinics for
treatment. With the onset of winter immune boosters
and vitamin C have been dispensed.

Men’s Health Forum
The .FOăT4FYVBM)FBMUI/FFET"OBMZTJT workshop was
IFMEJO/PWFNCFSJOPSEFSUPHBUIFSJOGPSNBUJPO
on the sexual health challenges facing men who have
TFYXJUINFO .4. GSPNUIFNFOJOUIFWBSJPVTTBGF
spaces run by Triangle Project. This information will
formthe basis of our sexual health interventions in our
OFYUğOBODJBMZFBS,FZJTTVFTUIBUBSPTFJODMVEFE

Ċ5IFOFFEUPTFOTJUJTFNFEJDBMTUBĞ FTQFDJBMMZOVSTFT
at local clinics and Community Development Workers
(CDWs), as they have very little knowledge about
.4.)JHIMFWFMTPGQSFKVEJDFFYJTUBNPOHIFBMUI
care providers and these homophobic attitudes and
discriminatory behaviours need to be addressed;
Ċ*ODSFBTFUIFOVNCFSPGXPSLTIPQTBOEFEVDBUJPOBM
FWFOUTBSPVOE.4.BOE4FYVBMBOE3FQSPEVDUJWF
Health within the safe spaces with more educational
programmes on how substance abuse increases risktaking behaviour which in turn increases the risk of
contracting sexually-transmitted infections and HIV;
Ċ5IFJOUFSTFDUJPOCFUXFFOFDPOPNJDTFDVSJUZ
insecurity and sexual health: young gay-identified men
often engage in unsafe sexual practices with older,
IFUFSPTFYVBMJEFOUJğFEBOEPSHBZJEFOUJğFENFOGPS
material benefits
Ċ5IFOFFEGPSBEJTDVTTJPOHSPVQGPSNFOBTUPIPX
culture and tradition impacts on their sense of self
as gay men. This became evident as stories emerged
of trauma around having gone through initiation
processes to become “men” and then not being
included in cultural and traditional practices for men
because their orientation is known. This has had a very
negative and damaging impact on many – and in turn
led to self-destructive behaviours which impacts on
emotional and physical health.
"TBSFTVMUPGUIFBCPWFBOEBOVNCFSPGPUIFS
workshops and debates on men’s sexual health
(including one on medical male circumcision and
the tension between
DVMUVSFUSBEJUJPOBOE
‘western medicine’),
the Men’s Health
Forum was formed.
Mabuti Mkangeli
facilitating a men’s
dialogue

When I was invited to attend a men’s health
workshop, I was sceptical at first. I didn’t understand
why I needed to attend a sexual health workshop.
Naturally I know using condoms whenever having
sex is what one needs to do. I was enlightened, I
had it under control. I could never not use a condom
when having sex, and it was my priority, if I did not
want to contract HIV. I thought about this all the
time. I created scenarios in my mind about this
constantly. One has to be careful and I had to think
about this in case there was ever a situation where
my control over my “always use a condom if you
EPOăUXBOUUPEJFPG"JETĆXBTDPNQSPNJTFE
"MMUIJTDBNFBUBQSJDF4FMGIBUF CJOHFESJOLJOH 
sleeping around and mostly regrets. Regrets
came mostly after drunken one night stands,
XIJDIIBECFDPNFNZMJGFTUZMFPGUIF
time I spent feeling depressed because I had
failed and I had probably contracted HIV anyway
so I might as well do it again and again.
4PNVDIGPSNZFOMJHIUFONFOUPOTFYVBMIFBMUI
~ it was an uneducated opinion. I always felt,
‘Don’t judge me …I know what you did last
TVNNFSă4PNVDIGPSJOUFOUJPOTĀ*DPVMEIBWF
landed up where I said I wouldn’t because my
view on sexual health had no foundation.
I accepted the invite to the workshop and to my
surprise it was an eye opener. It was personal,
informative and educational. I learned a lot about
several other infections apart from HIV that I had
never imagined existed, that you can contract by
having unprotected sex. I also learnt about what
alcohol and drug abuse can lead to, the stigma and
NJTDPODFQUJPOBSPVOE)*7BOE"*%4 TFYVBMJUZFTQFDJBMMZ
homosexuality that are raised in our communities and
by health care providers. We also worked on effective
interventions by organisations to try and change these.
4P*QSFUUZNVDIHPUNPSFUIBO*IBECBSHBJOFEGPS
and left there feeling empowered and ready to make
changes regarding my sexual health. I need to attend
more of those workshops! My mind has been awakened
and now I’ll be making more informed decisions.
+"#6
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Women’s SRH Forum
Triangle Project
was part of the
seminar What
Makes Women
4JDL at the
International
People’s Health
"TTFNCMZXIJDI
was held at the
University of the
Western Cape
JO+VMZ8F
0VSHSPVQBUUIF1FPQMFăT)FBMUI"TTFNCMZ
arranged a preassembly workshop with 11 women from safe spaces,
in order for people to be prepared for the conference
and also help a post-conference evaluation to work
POBQSPHSBNNFUIBUDPVMEUBLFUIFJOGPSNBUJPO
knowledge gained and lessons learnt to all the safe
spaces. This planning and information exchange resulted
JOB8PNFOăT)FBMUI%JBMPHVFIFMEJO/PWFNCFS
BUUFOEFECZZPVOHXPNFOGSPNPVSTBGFTQBDF
groups, both urban and peri-urban where the Women’s
4FYVBMBOE3FQSPEVDUJWF)FBMUI'PSVNXBTGPSNFE5IF
QMBOJTUPMBVODIBDBNQBJHOEVSJOHUPSFTQPOE
to key issues raised at the WHD. They include
Ċ%JTDSJNJOBUJPOJODMJOJDT BTXFMMQSPUFDUJPOBUDMJOJDT
as sometimes women were attacked by men at
the clinics
Ċ4UJHNBBSPVOE)*7
Ċ-BDLPG*OGPSNBUJPOBOEMBDLPGBDDFTTUP
safer-sex products

PROMOTING SAFER SEX
5IFQBTUZFBSTBXBOJODSFBTFPGJODPOEPN
EJTUSJCVUJPOBOEBJODSFBTFJOGFNBMFDPOEPN
GFNJEPNT EJTUSJCVUJPO CVUBEFDSFBTFJO
MVCSJDBOUEJTUSJCVUJPOBOEBEFDSFBTFJOUIF

distribution of dental dams. The state does not
provide free lubricant nor dental dams and Triangle
Project has to purchase these safer sex products
itself. The decrease in funds has resulted in our
being forced to cut back on the distribution of both
products. This has major implications for the practise
of safer sex amongst our main target groups.
"MUIPVHIJUJTUIFDPOEPNUIBUJTQSPUFDUJOHVTFSTGSPN
HIV rather than the lube, it is important that lubes are
used as condoms are more likely to break with no lube.
Water-based lubes are recommended for use in safer
sex because they do not weaken condoms like oil-based
lubricants (e.g. Vaseline, cooking oil, and body lotions)
do. Triangle Project has been lobbying the Department
of Health for the past three years to provide lube with
condoms, but have not succeeded thus far. We are
rethinking our strategy around this and are leaning more
towards a broad-based advocacy strategy. The same
strategy is being proposed in respect of the provision
of dental dams TFFUIF8PNFOăT43)3'PSVN .

OUTREACH TO PUBLIC
)&"-5)$"3&1307*%&34
Our participation in the Department of Health NPO
Forum continues, where we continue to advocate for the
rights of LGBTI people to appropriate care and access to
appropriate safer-sex products, e.g. lubricants, femidoms
and dental dams.
4FOTJUJWJUZFEVDBUJPOXJUIMPDBMDMJOJDTăTUBĞDPOUJOVFT
UPQSPWFEJġDVMUCFDBVTFPG
government systems and
structures. However, we continue
to engage both provincial and local
government health structures to
make such education compulsory,
while speaking to clinic staff
within the areas we work in when
JOWJUFEUPEPTP4JTUFS.JNJ%BLJ 
pictured here, is a nursing sister

from a local community health centre who incorporates
UIF#BUIP1FMF1SJODJQMFTJOUPIFSXPSLFWFSZEBZ4JTUFS
Mimi is an amazing friend of Triangle Project.
8FDPOUJOVFUPXPSLXJUI5#)*7$BSFJOUIFQSFWFOUJPO
PG)*75#)*7$BSFJTQBSUJDVMBSMZJNQPSUBOUGPSVTUP
ensure the distribution of barrier methods to our periurban and peri-rural safe spaces. Our participation in the
WBSJPVTGPSB TVDIBT4"/"$-(#5*4FDUPS DPOUJOVFT

MEDIA
Triangle Project continued to be interviewed on hate
DSJNFTGPMMPXJOHUIFPVUDPNFPGUIF;PMJTXBUSJBM
During the course of our work in schools, Triangle did
several media interviews on homophobic bullying in
schools. These included radio, print media and television.
During the course of this financial year, we relaunched our newsletter, Our Voices. Instead of
doing an organisational newsletter, it was decided
that we would appoint a young woman who
has shown potential and a passion for writing
and for activism to edit the newsletter.

“Being part of the newsletter has not
only been an educational journey but
an eye-opening one as well.
It’s been a great experience working with a
group of people who care not only about the
product you are putting on the table but also
care about the person doing the work.
It’s a very energetic homely environment
where your individual opinion is respected.
It’s been an experience which I will never
forget and will always be grateful for”
%*/&0
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LOOKING AHEAD
"MUIPVHIBOVNCFSPGWFSZDPOğEFOU-(#5*BDUJWJTUT
have emerged from our safe spaces, it clear that much
more focus needs to be given on building self-esteem
and confidence before we can see significant numbers of
LGBTI people becoming activists within the communities
where they live. Our first aim will be to expand the roll
out of our Personal Development Course to all members
PGTBGFTQBDFT"MTP XFOFFEBEFEJDBUFEZFBSMPOH
course for the ‘leadership’ of each safe space on ‘Political
"DUJWJTNBOE"EWPDBDZă'VSUIFS PVSXPSLPOHFOEFS
and sexual orientation-based violence against LGBTI will
be expanded, particularly in relation to advocacy and
activism building.
&BDIZFBSXFBSFSFNJOEFEIPXJNQPSUBOUPVS
interventions at schools are. The coming year will see us
focussing on this important component of our society.
We also realise each year how important our counselling
and medical services are for marginalised LGBTI people
who continue to face incredible discrimination, often
violence, in our public health system. While advocacy
in this arena and education and training for health care
workers are vital, we cannot over- emphasise the value
of sensitive health care provision for marginalised and
vulnerable people. We will therefore redouble our efforts
to continue providing these excellent services to those
who most need it.

“

*IBWFCFFONBLJOHVTFPG5SJBOHMFăT)FBMUI
Clinic for the past 5 years. In this time, I have come to
BQQSFDJBUFUIFLJOEBOEIFMQGVMTFSWJDF FYQFDUFEGSPN
a well organised concern.
The staff at Triangle are always friendly and helpful
when having to phone for appointments to see
the doctor on duty. On arrival one is made to feel
at home and as part of the family. All medical
concerns are dealt with in a professional manner
BOEBMXBZTLFQUDPOğEFOUJBM
&WFOJGZPVKVTUOFFEBQFSTPOUPUBMLUP UIFTUBĞ
at Triangle Project are always willing and able to assist.
They have also helped me a great deal over the years
UPDPNFUPBDDFQUNZ)*7TUBUVT IFMQFENF
understand the problems I have had in a better light.

“

Each time I go away from Triangle I feel re-energized
BOESFBEZUPDBSSZPOGPSUIFOFYUNPOUIT
until I have to return
for my blood tests.
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The staff remain dedicated to the protection and promotion of LGBTI human rights
and dignity. Furthermore, the Board developed a strategic framework in the
/PWFNCFS%FDFNCFSQFSJPEUIBUXJMMTFUUIFQBSBNFUFSTGPSTUSBUFHJD
BOEPQFSBUJPOBMQMBOOJOHJO

GOVERNANCE AND STAFFING

STAFF

The past year has seen a number of changes in both the
#PBSEBOETUBĞ"UUIFCFHJOOJOHPGUIFZFBSUIF#PBSE
engaged in a restructuring exercise over a period of
three months in order to combat the negative effects of
the decrease in funds. The restructuring resulted in the
deputy director taking voluntary retrenchment and some
staff taking voluntary salary-sacrifices for a period of six
NPOUIT5IF$PNNVOJUZ&OHBHFNFOUBOE&NQPXFSNFOU
Programme manager resigned in May, and the staff also
experienced the trauma of the sudden passing of the
3"11DPPSEJOBUPS +JMM)FOEFSTPO JO.BZ

Ċ+BZOF"SOPU%JSFDUPS SFTJHOFE0DUPCFS
Ċ.BSMPX7BMFOUJOFDeputy Director, voluntary

FUNDING
During the last two months of the period under review
the acting director has worked feverishly to try to secure
the financial health of the organisation for the coming
years, and we are confident that the organisation will
continue with its work in the coming years.

VOLUNTEERS
"LFZDPNQPOFOUJOFOTVSJOHEFMJWFSZGPSPVSNBJO
constituency is our volunteers and sessional therapists.
Their combined voluntary contributions account for
more than half a million rand during the past year. We
cannot emphasize enough how much we appreciate
UIFJSDPNNJUNFOUBOEDPOUSJCVUJPOT"T/(0TDPOUJOVF
UPCBUUMFUPTFDVSFTVġDJFOUGVOEJOHUPDPWFSUIFJS
costs, there will be an increasing reliance on voluntary
contributions. We therefore cannot over-emphasise the
value of these dedicated people. Thank you.

SFUSFODINFOU+VOF

Ċ+BWJO+BHFST0ġDF"ENJOJTUSBUPS
Ċ#VTJTJXF.BKJLJFinance Co-ordinator
Ċ&MTCFUI&OHFMCSFDIU$&&1.BOBHFS SFTJHOFE.BZ
Ċ4JOEJTXB5IBGFOJ$&&14FOJPS'JFMEXPSLFS
Ċ'VOBOJ.LBOHFMJ$&&14FOJPS'JFMEXPSLFS
Ċ%PSPUIZ/JFXFOIVZT0ġDF"TTJTUBOU
SFUSFODIFE+BOVBSZ

Ċ4IBSPO$PY-VEXJH)441.BOBHFS
Ċ)FBUIFS"EPOJT)441$PPSEJOBUPS
Ċ+JMM)FOEFSTPO3"11$PPSEJOBUPS QBTTFEBXBZ
.BZ

OUR GRATITUDE
Triangle Project acknowledges that its continued
existence and success is made possible by many
organisations and individuals who contribute to our
work. Thank you to our donors who made the work of
Triangle Project possible during the year under review:
Ċ$IBSMFT4DPSFS5SVTU
Ċ%FQBSUNFOUPG)FBMUI 8FTUFSO$BQF
Ċ'PVOEBUJPOGPS)VNBO3JHIUT
Ċ)FJOSJDI#P¨MM'PVOEBUJPO
Ċ)*704
Ċ/"$04"
Ċ0QFO4PDJFUZ'PVOEBUJPO
Ċ0YGBN$BOBEB
Ċ4DIPSFS'PVOEBUJPO

Organisational
& Operational Overview
Due to the funding crisis
Triangle Project has undergone
a number of changes during
the past year. Despite this and
the current financial climate,
the remaining staff has
managed to meet most of the
organisation’s commitments
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5IBOLZPVUPUIF#PBSENFNCFST TUBĞ WPMVOUFFST HPWFSONFOUPġDJBMT PVSQBSUOFSPSHBOJTBUJPOT BOENFNCFSTPGUIFQVCMJDXIPIFMQFENBLF
Triangle Project a success. We thank those people who have allowed us to use photographs of them in this publication.

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION



2013

2012

;"3

;"3

ASSETS
Non-current Assets
&RVJQNFOU













1 757 585

3 228 266

1 884 912

3 403 559

Current Assets
5SBEFBOEPUIFSSFDFJWBCMFT
$BTIBOEDBTIFRVJWBMFOUT

Total Assets

Financial
Report
Annual Financial Statements
for the year ended
31 March 2013
Our thanks to the auditors,
MGI Bass Gordon, for their support in
finalizing the financial aspects of this
"OOVBM3FQPSU
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FUNDS and LIABILITIES
Capital and Funds
$BQJUBM
"DDVNVMBUFE'VOET









1 314 323

2 049 921

Current Liabilities
5SBEFBOEPUIFSQBZBCMFT



Grants received in advance

418 443

1 177 499

570 589

1 353 638

1 884 912

3 403 599

Total Funds and Liabilities



INCOME STATEMENT
2013

2012

;"3

;"3

(SBOUTBOE%POBUJPOT





'FFTFBSOFE





*OUFSFTUSFDFJWFE





2 727 076

4 348 800



INCOME

EXPENSES
(PWFSOBODF





)VNBO3FTPVSDFT





0ġDF3VOOJOH$PTUT





1SFNJTFT&RVJQNFOU$PTUT





1SPGFTTJPOBM4FSWJDFT





1SPHSBNNF$PTUT





1SPNPUJPOBM"DUJWJUJFT





3 462 674

5 125 859

(735 598)

(777 059)

Deficit for the year
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Triangle Project (NPO Registration No 003 – 971 NPO)
is a human rights organisation that focuses on the
OFFETBOEJTTVFTDPOGSPOUJOHMFTCJBO HBZ CJTFYVBM 
USBOTHFOEFSBOEJOUFSTFYQFPQMF QSJNBSJMZXJUIJOUIF
HFPHSBQIJDBSFBPGUIF8FTUFSO$BQF 4PVUI"GSJDB

triangle project
Challenging Homophobia
Appreciating Sexual Diversity

TRIANGLE PROJECT
OE'MPPS&MUB)PVTF $BMFEPOJBO3PBE .PXCSBZĊ10#PY .PXCSBZ
5FM  'BY  ĊFNBJMJOGP!USJBOHMFPSH[BĊXFCTJUFXXXUSJBOHMFPSH[B

